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Recursivity, derivational depth and the search for Old English lexical primes 
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The aims of this article are to coin the term of derivational depth and to assess the role of zero 
derivation in the search for the lexical primes of Old English. Derivational depth is characterized 
diachronically as making reference to the (un)productive derivational processes that function as 
input to productive derivational processes. As regards the related concept of lexical recursivity, it 
is defined as the derivation of derived bases, which, in Old English, can be the case with the output 
of processes of zero derivation, affixation and compounding. In the search for the lexical primes of 
Old English, evidence has been found for two types of zero derivation, including zero derivation 
without formal change and zero derivation with formal change, which can be divided, in turn, into 
zero derivation with zero inflection, with full inflection and with formative. The main conclusions 
of the article are that lexical recursivity is a linguistic property, whereas derivational depth 
represents a property of lexical representations, and that zero derivation constitutes a principled 
formal criterion for defining lexical primes. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This article focuses on the lexicon of Old English and, more specifically, on the 
paradigmatic basis of lexical creation. Its aim is twofold. It intends to put forward the 
concept of derivational depth as related to recursivity and to assess the role of zero 
derivation in the definition of lexical primes.  
 The linguistic data of analysis have been retrieved from the lexical database of 
Old English Nerthus, which constitutes the cornerstone of a research project that aims to 
offer an exhaustive description of the lexicon of Old English based on current linguistic 
theory of structural-functional persuasion. In the last six years, the Nerthus Project has 
compiled a lexical database comprising around 30,000 lexical items and laid the 
foundations of an explanation for the paradigmatic dimension of Old English word-
formation by identifying the primes of all lexical categories.1 All in all, ca. 1,400 lexical 
primes have been found, whose derivatives represent the vast majority of the lexicon of 
the language, morphologically unrelated items throwing a figure hardly over 1,000. As a 
first illustration, consider the lexical prime (GE)BERSTAN, whose exponent is 
(ge)berstan (strong IIIc) ‘to break, burst, fail, fall; break away from, escape; break to 
pieces, crash, resound’.2 The lexical paradigm of (GE)BERSTAN includes the zero 
derived byrst 1 (masculine) ‘loss, injury, damage; crash’, geberst (neuter) ‘bursting’ and 
byrstende (adjective)’roaring’; the prefixed āberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to burst out, break 
out’, forberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to break, burst asunder, vanish, fail’, forðberstan (strong 
IIIc) ‘to burst forth, break forth’, fullberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to burst completely’, 
oðberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to break away’, tōberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to burst apart; cause to 
burst apart’, ūtberstan (strong IIIc) ‘to burst out’, and wiðerbersta (masculine) 
‘adversary’; the suffixed bersting (feminine) ‘bursting’, byrstful (adjective) ‘disastrous’ 
and byrstig (adjective) ‘broken, rugged’; and the recursive derivatives ūtāberstan 
(strong IIIc) ‘to burst out’, tōberstung (feminine) ‘bursting’, tōborstennes (feminine) 
‘abscess’ and ofbyrstig (adjective) ‘very broken’.3 
 On the diachronic axis, the Nerthus Project has identified all the instances of 
morphological relatedness based on unproductive derivational processes in Old English, 
as the one relating the zero derivatives byrst 1, geberst and byrstende to the strong verb 
(ge)berstan. On the synchronic axis, the aims of the Nerthus Project include an in-depth 
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analysis of the productive processes of word-formation (such as the suffixation 
tōberstan > tōborstennes) as well as a principled explanation for the lexical functions 
assigned by affixation and compounding in this historical stage of the English language. 
For instance, the affix -incel performs the lexical function DIM(inutive) in the 
formation of nouns such as bōgincel ‘small bough’, byrðincel ‘a little burden’, cofincel 
‘little chamber’, ðēowincel ‘little servant’, liðincel ‘little joint’, rāpincel ‘small rope’, 
scipincel ‘little ship’, stānincel ‘little stone’, sūlincel ‘small furrow’, tūnincel ‘small 
property’ and wilnincel ‘a little female servant’. The main thrust of the project, 
therefore, is the exhaustivity of analysis, both of synchronic data and diachronic data 
relevant to synchronic explanation. 
 Against this background, this article engages in one of the main issues that have 
arisen throughout the search for Old English lexical primes, namely the question of 
derivational depth. Among other choices, an option exists in lexical analysis between 
inserting a given derivative directly into the derivational paradigm of the strong verb or 
defining a new lexical prime, thus including the derivative in question under the new 
lexical prime. The former option produces deeper derivational paradigms whereas the 
latter results in swallower derivational paradigms. A case in point is the derivation of 
the verb wuldrian (weak) ‘to glorify’. It can be ascribed to the derivational paradigm of 
the strong verb WEALDAN, with exponent (ge)wealdan (strong VIIc) ‘to rule, control, 
determine, direct, command, govern, possess; wield (a weapon), exercise; cause, bring 
about’, or to the derivational paradigm of the noun WULDOR, with exponent wuldor 
(neuter) ‘glory, splendour honour; praise, thanks; heaven’.4 The solution generally 
adopted in previous research by the Nerthus Project (Martín Arista 2010c, 2011b; Novo 
Urraca fc.), is that derivational paradigms are based on the descriptive principle of 
continuity, which stipulates that there have to be formal and semantic continuity 
between the lexical prime and its derivatives. Regarding WEALDAN and WULDOR, 
there is formal and semantic continuity between wuldrian and wuldor rather than 
between wuldrian and (ge)wealdan and, consequently, the paradigm of WEALDAN is 
split and a new lexical prime is secreted, that is to say, WULDOR. 
 Although formal and semantic continuity make it possible to define lexical 
primes and gather derivational paradigms in a coherent way, it is necessary to keep the 
balance between maximal and minimal paradigms so that they are explanatory. In other 
words, lexical description has to be endowed with the suitable degree of derivational 
depth, which advises to find constraints or criteria complementary to the principle of 
continuity. There is agreement in Germanic linguistics on the decisive role played by 
the strong verb in lexical derivation (thus Hinderling 1967, in Kastovsky 1992: 297; 
Seebold 1970). Indeed, most derivatives can be related to a strong verb in a more or less 
direct way, but it may be the case that the data advise to split the derivational paradigm 
of the strong verb. This article explores this question by testing the validity of the scope 
of zero derivation for paradigmatic split and secretion. The solution proposed in the 
following sections is that a new derivational paradigm can be secreted when the 
morphological relationship between two lexical items is not motivated by a productive 
derivational process, which is often matched by a change in lexical category and 
meaning.  
 Traditionally, the term neben ‘together with’ has often been used for pairs like 
calan (strong VI) ‘to grow cool or cold’ and ceald 1 (adjective) ‘cool, cold’ in order to 
insist on the phonological, morphological and semantic relatedness of such pairs as well 
as on the methodological difficulty of carrying out a full analysis of word-formation that 
makes use of synchronic and diachronic data simultaneously. In general, derivational 
paradigms have been proposed for Proto-Germanic (thus Seebold 1970; Heidermanns 
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1993), rather than for Old English, and have concentrated on some lexical categories 
rather than comprising all classes of words. With a view to filling these gaps, this 
research focuses on Old English rather than on Proto-Germanic, is based on an 
exhaustive analysis of the lexicon including productive and unproductive derivational 
processes affecting all lexical classes and introduces explicit criteria for defining lexical 
primes and describing the layers of derivational paradigms. Last but not least, the 
concept of recursivity, which is at the core of current discussion in theoretical 
linguistics, is applied to Old English word-formation. 
 The article is organized as follows. Section 2 concentrates on the foundations of 
the layered paradigmatic approach adopted in this research and gives a blueprint of the 
structure of a derivational paradigm. Then, section 3 defines derivational depth from the 
synchronic and diachronic point of view and comments on some points of convergence 
and divergence between derivational depth and the more general concept of recursivity. 
Section 3 also applies the continuity constraint to the gathering of a fully specified 
derivational paradigm. To continue, section 4 discusses the form and meaning 
discontinuities that motivate paradigmatic split with the subsequent definition of a new 
lexical prime. This section also tests the validity of zero derivation as a criterion for 
paradigmatic split and secretion. To close the article, section 5 draws the main 
conclusions of the research, which insist, in the first place, on the concepts of 
derivational depth and recursivity and, secondly, on the typology of zero derivation as 
well as the importance of this phenomenon for paradigmatic split. 
 
 
2. Layers and paradigms in the lexicon of Old English 
 
In Old English, as in other languages, the lexicon can be broken down into basic and 
derived items. Derived items, in turn, include the output of operational processes of 
word-formation together with the remnants of processes of lexical creation that are no 
longer in use. Grammars and dictionaries usually account for the former in terms of 
rules that turn out regular formations (as in bare > barely) and for the latter by means of 
lists of idiosyncratic formations (as in deep ~ depth). Given this well attested 
phenomenon, it is preferable for methodological and empirical reasons to opt for a 
synchronic-diachronic perspective in the study of the lexicon that takes issue with the 
overlapping of productive and unproductive derivational processes and acknowledges 
the morphological relatedness between the bases and derivatives of unproductive 
processes. In Kastovsky´s (1992: 358) words, a full description of Old English word-
formation will have to strike a balance between a purely synchronic and a purely 
historical-etymological approach by also including unproductive patterns, as long as 
their input is still transparent. Such a balance is coached in this research in terms of the 
synchronic-diachronic perspective which is gained by adopting a layered paradigmatic 
approach to word-formation that can be summarized as follows. 
 Beginning with layering, in the lexicon of Old English synchronically productive 
processes of word-formation coexist with other processes that Stark (1982: 95) 
describes as recoverable in diachronic analysis only. Consider the class II strong verb 
(ge)drēogan ‘to lead a life, do; be busy, employed; experience, suffer; enjoy’, which, in 
strictly synchronic analysis, functions as the base of derivation of o-stems related to the 
past participle drogen, ēo-stems related to the infinitive drēogan, and ī-stems related to 
the third person singular of the present indicative drīhð. The fact that most of the 
derivatives of (ge)drēogan can be traced back to the infinitive reflects the gradual 
replacement of variable base morphology with invariable base morphology, a 
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phenomenon identifed by Kastovsky (1992, 2006). Thus, ādrēogan (strong II) ‘to act, 
do, practise; bear, suffer, endure; pass time’, ādrēogendlic (adjective) ‘that is to be 
done’, gedrēog 1 (neuter) ‘usefulness’, gedrēog 2 ‘fit, sober, serious; tame’ (adjective), 
gedrēoglǣcan ‘to put in order’ (weak 2), gedrēoglīce (adverb) ‘discreetly, carefully; 
humbly’ and ðurhdrēogan (strong II) ‘to work through; pass time’. However, droht 1 
(masculine) ‘condition of life’ with its derivatives drohtað (masculine) ‘mode of living; 
environment; employment’, drohtian (weak 2) ‘to conduct oneself; associate with; live, 
continue’ and (ge)drohtnung (feminine) ‘way of life; reputation; conduct’ exhibit not 
only zero derivation of the noun from the strong verb ((ge)drēogan > droht 1) but also 
zero derivation of the weak verb from the noun (droht 1 > drohtian) and, more 
importantly, suffixation of the output of zero derivation (droht 1 > drohtað and droht 1 
> (ge)drohtnung). Something similar happens to the stems based on the infinitive. The 
productive processes of prefixation, as in ðurhdrēogan, suffixation, represented by 
gedrēoglīce, and compounding, as in gedrēoglǣcan, coexist with the unproductive 
process of zero derivation, as presented by the formation of the adjective gedrēog 2 on 
the noun gedrēog 1. Focusing on the derivative related to the third person singular of 
the present, it turns out that productive processes are also scalar. The feminine noun 
gedrīhð ‘sobriety, gravity’ displays a dental suffix that is not very productive in terms of 
type analysis. This suffix, together with its variants -ða, -ðo and -ðu, is attached to 68 
derivatives, as opposed to the 764 derivatives displaying -ung/-unga. In sum, 
unproductive and productive processes can be found in the lexicon of Old English, the 
latter being divided into more productive and less productive derivational processes. A 
continuum can be defined, therefore, from full productivity to full unproductivity.5 
 In a layered paradigmatic approach, such a continuum is dealt with by means of 
lexical layers. Kastovsky (1968) identifies a number of morphophonological 
alternations holding between strong verbs and nouns, as in hlēapan (strong VIIb) ‘run, 
dance, spring’ vs. hlīep (masculine) ‘leap, spring’. Kastovsky (2006: 171) remarks that 
these alternations, originally motivated by phonology, have lost motivation and do not 
constitute a productive morphological process of word-formation in Old English: 
 

Towards the end of the Old English period, the language was characterized by large-scale 
allomorphic variation, with most of these alternations being unpredictable. This eventually led to 
considerable analogical levelling in the Middle English period with the result of eliminating most 
of these alternations (...) Stem-alternation became a characteristic feature of the irregular part of 
inflection, whereas it disappeared from word-formation on a native basis except some 
unproductive cases such as long ~ length. 

 
That is, given a verb such as (ge)cēosan (strong II) ‘to choose, seek out, select; decide, 
test; accept, approve’, and a series of derivatives like ācēocung (feminine) ‘rumination, 
consideration’, ācorenlic (adjective) ‘eligible, worthy of choice’, cry (masculine) 
‘choice, free-will’, (ge)coren (adjective) ‘chosen, elect, choice, fit; precious, dear’, cyre 
(masculine) ‘choice, free-will’, etc., the vocalic and consonantal alternations that hold 
between base and derivatives are no longer regular, predictable or systematic, but still 
remain relevant linguistic data of paramount importance for the definition of layered 
paradigms, which are based, as has been remarked above, on relatedness and continuity. 
These instances of similarity and contrast, therefore, deserve pride of place in the 
organization of the lexicon of Old English, layers constituting a building block of 
lexical architecture. In effect, lexical layers account for the coexistence of the output of 
productive and unproductive processes, along with the interaction of derivational 
processes in which the output of a word-formation process often constitutes the input to 
another one. With reference to the latter aspect, the derivation of derived bases is 
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termed recursive word-formation, which is constrained by affix distribution and 
combination. For example, the following suffixes admit recursive suffixation (Torre 
Alonso and Metola Rodríguez fc.): -bǣre; -cund; -e; -ed; -el; -els; -en; -end; -er; -ere; -
erne; -es; -et; -et(t); -ettan; -fæst; -feald; -for; -ful; -ge; -hād; -ic; -iht; -isc; -lāc; -lǣc; 
-le; -lēas; -lian; -ling; -mod; -od; -ot; -rǣden; -sin; -sine; -ta; -tig; -ð; -ða; -ul; -ung; -
unga; -uð; -weard; -welle; -wende; -wīs. Recursivity is discussed in more detail in 
section 3, including the similarites and differences between this concept and 
derivational depth. 
 There are another two pieces of evidence, along with affix distribution and 
combination, in favour of the existence of lexical layers in Old English. In the first 
place, there exist numerous instances of redundant derivation in which the attachment of 
an affix (typically a suffix) contributes little meaning and frequently links two partial 
synonyms, as in the pair of adjectives lēoht 2/lēohtlic ‘light, bright’, comprising a 
denominal zero derived adjective and a suffixed adjective, also derived from the noun 
lēoht 1 ‘light’. Although the phenomenon is more frequent in adjective formation, noun 
formation also stages pairs of masculine nouns like framfær/framfæreld ‘departure’, 
hæle/hæleð ‘man, hero’, hwearf 2/ hwearft ‘exchange’ and nēahgebūr/nēahgebȳrild 
‘neighbour’; as well as pairs of feminine nouns of the type ǣfenglōm/ǣfenglōmung 
‘gloaming, twilight’, ellenwōd 1/ellenwōdnes ‘zeal’, flīemanfeorm/flīemanfeorming 
‘offence of sheltering fugitives from justice’ and wund 1/wundel ‘wound’. The other 
piece of evidence in favour of the existence of lexical layers consists of pairs of 
convergent derivatives in which a non-final contrast can be identified beween the 
presence and the absence of a certain suffix, in such a way that a non-recursive and a 
recursive derivative are partial synonyms, as is the case with the pairs of feminine nouns 
ofermōdnes/ofermōdignes ‘pride’, sleacnes/sleacmōdnes ‘slackness’, 
swelgnes/swelgendnes ‘whirlpool’ and tōbryting/tōbrȳtednes ‘contrition’. The evidence 
just presented reinforces the idea that when a derivative or the whole lexical layer where 
the derivative belongs losses functionality, a duplicate is created in a fully functional 
lexical layer. In a nutshell, zero derivatives typically have affixal counterparts that 
convey, at least partially, a synonymous meaning. As far as the methodology of analysis 
and description is concerned, layering implements derivational depth within a layered 
paradigmatic approach, while making allowance for the introduction of a topic of 
current morphological debate such as recursivity. 
 Having outlined the question of layering, I turn to the paradigmatic component 
of the approach. Pounder (2000: 82) defines lexical paradigm as a set of paradigmatic 
relations between word-formations sharing a lexemic root. Pounder (2000: 86) 
distinguishes between the lexical paradigm and the morphological paradigm, the former 
representing the result of the operation of the latter, or, in other words, the lexical 
paradigm corresponding to the static part and the morphological paradigm to the 
dynamic dimension of word-formation. By elaborating on Pounder´s (2000) proposal, 
derivational paradigms in this research are comprised of all the lexemes that can be 
related morphologically and semantically to a given base of derivation, which 
constitutes a lexical prime.6 For instance, the derivational paradigm of the class VI 
strong verb bacan ‘to bake’ includes the affixal derivatives ābacan (strong VI) ‘to 
bake’, bæcere 1 (masculine) ‘baker’, bæcering (masculine) ‘gridiron’ and bæcestre 
(feminine) ‘female baker’. Leaving aside the lexical output, the morphological part of 
the paradigm states, among other things, that the suffix -estre is attached to form 
denominal nouns with the lexical function AG(ent) such as bīgengestre ‘handmaiden’, 
fiðelestre ‘female fiddler’, fultumgestre ‘female helper’, lufestre ‘female lover’, 
lybbestre ‘sorceress’ etc.; as well as deverbal feminine agentives like bæcestre ‘female 
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baker’ itself, byrðestre ‘female carrier’, efenlǣcestre ‘female imitator’, fylgestre ‘female 
follower’, hoppestre ‘female dancer’, plegestre ‘female athlete’, etc. Derivational 
paradigms, therefore, provide the lexicon with a hierarchical organization in terms of 
which lexical primes stand out not only as morphologically underived items but also as 
hyperonymic lexemes that allow for a set of lexical derivations resulting from the 
assignment of the relevant lexical functions. For example, given an adjectival lexical 
prime like TRĒOWE 1 with exponent trēowe 1 ‘true, faithful, honest, trustworthy; 
genuine’, the derivational processes that give rise to the morphological paradigm turn 
out more specific meanings (contributed by the morphemes involved in the derivations 
but also by the required changes of category), such as the ones conveyed by the 
feminine noun fortrūwung ‘presumption’ (< fortrūwian (weak 2) ‘to be presumptuous, 
over-confident, rash’ < (ge)trūwian (weak 2) ‘to trust; inspire with trust; persuade; 
exculpate oneself’ and the adverb trēowlīce ‘confidently’ (< trēowlic ‘true, faithful, 
trusty; safe’). 
 Defined in these terms, derivational paradigms combine what has traditionally 
been called minimal constituent analysis and immediate constituent analysis. Indeed, 
lexical primes represent non-derivable lexical items while all other lexical items can be 
traced back to the relevant lexical prime. Thus, in the derivational paradigm of 
DRĪFAN, whose exponent is drīfan ‘to drive’ (strong I), the class 1 weak verb 
ūtādrǣfan ‘to drive out’ is derived from the class 1 weak verb ādrǣfan ‘to drive away’. 
Similarly, the feminine noun onwegādrifennes ‘a driving away’ derives from the class I 
strong verb ādrīfan ‘to drive’. It follows from the definition of derivational paradigm 
that the morphological relation holding between a given member of the paradigm and 
the lexical prime is necessarily direct, whereas the one established between two items of 
the paradigm other than the lexical prime is indirect, via the lexical prime. Furthermore, 
two types of direct intra-paradigmatic relations arise. In the first place, a short distance 
relation can be identified between a derivative and its base of derivation, as in 
ūtādrǣfan (weak 1) ‘to drive out’ < ādrǣfan (weak 1) ‘to drive away’. Secondly, a long 
distance relation holds in pairs like onwegādrifennes (feminine) ‘a driving away’ < 
ādrīfan (strong I) ‘to drive’, which require one or more intermediate derivational steps 
(thus, onwegādrifennes (feminine) ‘a driving away’ < onwegādrīfan (strong I) ‘to drive 
away’ < ādrīfan (strong I) ‘to drive’. Inter-paradigmatically, a given lexical function is 
assigned by a morpho-semantic rule that applies to a certain lexical category.7 As I have 
remarked above, the lexical function DIM(inutive) is present in formations like bōgincel 
‘small bough’, byrðincel ‘a little burden’, etc.8 
 Layered derivational paradigms such as the one of drīfan allow for several types 
of generalizations, of which I insist on three only for reasons of space.9 Firstly, not only 
lexical primes but also zero derivatives are hyperonymic with respect to non-recursive 
and, above all, recursive formations. This is the case, for instance, with the zero derived 
drāf (feminine) ‘action of driving’ as compared to the suffixed ūtdrǣf (feminine) 
‘decree of expulsion’ and tōdrǣfednes (feminine) ‘dispersion’. Secondly, all relevant 
formal and semantic information is available in derivational paradigms for lexical 
reconstructions of the type underdrifennes (feminine) ‘subjection’ < *underdrīfan. And 
thirdly, paths of lexicalization and grammaticalization are identified throughout the 
lexical layers of derivational paradigms. An instance in point is the derived verb (strong 
I) bedrīfan ‘to beat’, which keeps formal transparency but has lost semantic 
analysability. In this respect, Brinton (1986) and Brinton and Traugott (2005) have 
explained the recursive attachement of prefixes to strong verbs as a case of 
grammaticalization of locative adverbs and prepositions motivated by the loss of 
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semantic weight and subsequent lexicalization of the Germanic prefixes in the series ā-, 
be-, for-, ge-, of-, on-, and tō-.10 
 To put an end to this section, two theoretical questions deserve a brief comment. 
Derivational paradigms in a layered paradigmatic approach are governed by two 
explanatory principles, namely the principle of stepwise lexical derivation and the 
principle of morphological asymmetry.11 Beginning with the graduality of derivations, it 
is the case that zero derivation, affixation and compounding in Old English apply 
gradually, the insertion of a (free or bound) lexical item performing an only lexical 
function. The only exceptions might arise in the affixation of the negative prefix un-, 
which stages long distance relationships involving derivatives like unāblinnendlic 
‘unceasing’ (āblinnan ‘to cease’), unācnycendlic ‘that cannot be untied’ (gecnyccan ‘to 
tie’), unforwandigendlīce ‘unhesitatingly, boldly’ (windan ‘to fly, leap, start; to fly, 
wheel, spring’), etc. Turning to morphological asymmetry, the more recursive a derived 
lexical item is, the more asymmetrical it becomes with respect to its base. Moreover, 
lexical primes bear a direct morphological relationship to all members of the paradigm 
and are hyperonymic. Conversely, an indirect morphological relationship holds between 
the members of any pair of lexical items belonging to the paradigm, which also enjoy a 
hyponymic status. Thus, the lexical prime exponent of the adjectival class atol 1 ‘dire, 
terrible, ugly, deformed, repulsive, unchaste’ is a hyperonym of the hyponymic derived 
adjective atolic ‘dire, terrible, deformed, repulsive’. Asymmetry, then, arises between 
primes and non-primes on the one hand and among non-primes on the other. 
 
 
3. Recursivity, derivational depth and the gathering of paradigms 
 
One of the main aims of this article is to coin the concept of derivational depth, which 
entails the additional task of identifying the similarities and differences between this 
concept and recursivity. This section deals with this question and applies the layered 
paradigmatic approach to a lexical prime and its derivatives. 
 Lexical recursivity is a characteristic of lexical items that results from the 
general phenomenon of recursion, whereby an elements is embedded in an element of 
the same class, which contributes to the economy and potential scope of the logical 
system at stake, namely word-formation. Embedding, then, is the key term for assessing 
recursivity. Two types of embedding can be distinguished in word-formation: broad 
embedding and narrow embedding. Broad embedding requires process repetition (as in 
computer room technician) whereas narrow embedding does not (as in computer room). 
In this research, recursivity calls for broad embedding of the type [[[A]v [B]w ]x [C]y ]z 
rather than narrow embedding of the type [[A]x [B]x ]x, where capital letters stand for 
linguistic units and subscripts indicate categories. In Old English, un-ge-witt ‘folly, 
madness’ illustrates broad embedding, given that two successive processes of affixation 
apply, whereas hæðen-isc ‘pagan’, in which a single process of word-formation that 
does not change lexical category can be identified, represents narrow embedding. 
Narrow embedding, unlike broad embedding, inserts a category into the same category, 
which means that what is repeated is the categorial feature rather than the 
morphological process. Even if this condition is accepted, for narrow embedding to 
produce a recursive structure it is necessary to provide the prefix with a categorial 
feature, in such a way that, for instance, a noun is embedded in a complex nominal 
structure. Thus, narrow embedding crucially depends on the categorial feature, which 
has to be kept constant. In brief, recursive formations in the lexicon result from the 
derivation of derived bases, not simply from the derivation of simplex bases that 
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produces derivatives of the same lexical category. This definition has a far-reaching 
consequence. The derivation of derived bases is recursive, independently of the process 
that has turned out the base of derivation.12 This means that, say, the suffixation of a 
compound, as is the case with navy bluish, is a recursive formation. This view is based 
on the functional unification of derivational processes for which I have argued 
elsewhere (Martín Arista 2008, 2009), since all complex words can be explained in 
terms of the assignment of the same set of lexical functions. Thus defined, recursivity is 
applicable to individual lexical items as well as to processes. In this respect, a 
derivational process is not recursive if it produces only derivatives of the type [[A]x [B]x 
]x. Given that recursivity does not require category or process preservation, the view on 
the phenomenon adopted in this research is wholistic, that is, what is repeated in 
recursivity is lexical creation, rather than a certain class of word or a specific process of 
word-formation. 
 Considering this definition of recursivity, two types of processes of word-
formation can be distinguished in Old English. Firstly, there is a process that does not 
change the form of bases but turns out derivatives of a different lexical category, as in 
āgniden 1 (adjective) ‘used’ > āgniden 2 (feminine) ‘rubbing off’. Secondly, there exist 
processes by means of which derivatives result from changes in the form of the bases of 
derivation, which can be matched by a change in lexical category or not. This is the case 
with most derivatives produced by zero derivation and all affixed and compound 
complex words. Interestingly, all the processes in the latter group not only provide 
recursive bases of word-formation for the rest of processes in the group, but also 
produce recursive bases for themselves. That is to say, prefixation can be based on 
prefixation, as in feallan (strong VIIc) ‘to fall’ > befeallan 1 (strong VIIc) ‘to fall, 
deprive of’ > onbefeallan (strong VIIc) ‘to fall upon’; suffixation can be based on 
suffixation, as is the case with mān 2 (adjective) ‘bad, criminal, false’ > mānful 
(adjective) ‘wicked, evil, infamous, degraded; fearful, dire’ > mānfullic (adjective) 
‘infamous, evil, sinful’; compounding can be based on compounding, in formations 
such as dæg (masculine) ‘day’ > mæssedæg (masculine) ‘mass-day, festival’ > 
Cildamæssedæg (masculine) ‘Childermas, Innocents’ Day’; and zero derivation can be 
based on zero derivation, as happens in spīwan (strong I) > spiwe (masculine) 
‘vomiting’ > spiwian (weak) ‘to spew, spit up’. On the other hand, categorial extensions 
like āgniden 1 > āgniden 2 cannot be inputted to another process of categorial 
extension. Recursivity, therefore, is limited by functional constraints that allow 
recursivity as long as it is functional (meaningful) and unambiguous, which means, in 
this context, that it avoids circularity.13 Indeed, categorial extension changes lexical 
class only, with which the category shift cannot be reversed by a subsequent class 
change. Self-input, then, is not compatible with categorial extension. In 
contradistinction to this, the derivational processes that do not modify the lexical class 
of the base compulsorily are not constrained as to self-input. 
 With these premises, two types of lexical recursivity turn up in Old English. 
Quantitative recursivity is a measure of the number of non-final derivational steps 
compulsory for a given derivation. For instance, two steps of derivation previous to the 
final formation of the weak verb can be found in (ge)flēon (strong II) ‘to flee’ > flēam 
(masculine) ‘flight’ > flīema (masculine) ‘fugitive’ >(ge)flīeman (weak 1) ‘to put to 
flight, drive away, banish’. Qualitative recursivity insists on the number of different 
processes comprised by non-final derivational steps. Thus, a derivation can be recursive 
from the quantitative point of view, but not from the qualitative one if the same process 
applies all the way down the derivation, as in (ge)blāwan ‘to blow, breathe; be blown, 
sound; inflate’ (strong VIIe) > āblāwan ‘to blow, blow away, breathe upon; puff up, 
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swell’ (strong VIIe) > ūpāblāwan ‘to blow up, be in eruption’ (strong VIIe), which 
presents two successive prefixations. On the other hand, when more than one non-final 
derivational step and more than one word-formation process justify the derivation, 
recursivity is both quantitative and qualitative, as in ādrēogan ‘to act, do, practise; bear, 
suffer, endure; pass time’ (strong II) > droht 1 ‘condition of life’ > (ge)drohtnung ‘way 
of life; reputation; conduct’ (feminine), in which the output of zero derivation functions 
as input to suffixation. To put an end to this part, it remains to point out that, whereas 
the recursivity of individual derivations can be measured both in quantitative and 
qualitative terms, the recursivity of processes can be assessed in qualitative terms only. 
In this respect, zero derivation, affixation and prefixation are recursive in Old English, 
with the important difference that recursivity in far more restricted in zero derivation 
than in processes of affixation and compounding. 
 Turning to derivational depth, this concept can be defined both synchronically 
and diachronically. From the synchronic point of view, derivational depth is directly 
proportional to the number of derivational steps that, in a strictly gradual analysis of 
word-formation, is required to establish the relations holding between bases of 
derivation and derivatives. In other words, derivational depth depends on the degree of 
quantitative recursivity allowed by word-formation processes. As has been remarked 
above, all Old English word-formation processes admit of a certain degree of 
recursivity, zero derivation being the least recursive. In its diachronic sense, 
derivational depth makes reference to the (un)productive derivational processes that are 
inputted to productive derivational processes. In this sense, derivational depth is 
increased if processes no longer productive in the synchrony of the language are 
represented by means of lexical layers. As far as Old English is concerned, the layer of 
zero derivation could be omitted if the aim of the description were purely synchronic, 
given that zero derivation does not turn out derivatives in a generalized way, as 
affixation and compounding do. 
 Considering these remarks, recursivity is a property of lexical items or lexical 
layers, while derivational depth can be attributed to paradigms only. In general, the 
picture that emerges is that recursivity is a property of the lexicon whereas derivational 
depth is relevant to lexical representations. I concur with Van der Hulst (2010: xix) that 
recursion provides an inductive definition, in this case for complex lexical items. Van 
der Hulst (2010: l) insists on the methodological import of recursion by pointing out 
that to formally represent certain linguistic phenomena in terms of recursive devices is 
a modeling choice. Other modeling choices are posssible and should be considered. I 
have defined a basic choice between deeper and swallower derivational paradigms that 
has essentially to do with tracing back all derivatives to the strong verb or, rather, to the 
derivatives of the strong verb that have resulted from unproductive processes of word-
formation. In other words, the introduction of the diachronic dimension into derivational 
paradigms through the distinction of a layer of unproductive derivation is a matter of 
lexical representation, exactly as the opposite choice, that is, to restrict paradigms to 
synchronically productive word-formation. 
 After defining and comparing lexical recursivity and lexical depth, I apply the 
layered paradigmatic approach to a lexical prime and its derivatives. The gathering of 
lexical paradigms is restricted by the continuity constraint, which can be formulated in 
these terms: lexical paradigms are continuous formally and semantically. In this 
constraint, continuity is used with the sense of relatedness, which, on the phonological 
side, is mainly explained on the grounds of i-mutation. From the morphological 
perspective, relatedness is justified by the possible morphological processes undergone 
by lexical categories, as well as the restrictions on these processes. Finally, as far as 
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semantics is concerned, relatedness is mainly explained by means of the semantic 
relations of hyperonymy and extension. As an illustration of the continuity constraint, 
consider the lexical paradigm (GE)RĪSAN, whose exponent is the strong verb (class I) 
(ge)rīsan ‘to rise, stand up; rise together; be fit, be proper; to seize, carry off’. 
Beginning with phonological continuity, the lexical paradigm under scrutiny displays 
the ā-stem derivative (related the the preterite singular form rās) rāsettan (weak 1) ‘to 
rage (of fire)’; ǣ-stem derivatives (i-mutation; Proto-Germanic *raiz-eja (Seebold 1970: 
372)) such as ārǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush’, berǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush upon’ and 
forðrǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush forth’; ǣ-stem derivatives (i-mutation + rhotacism; Proto-
Germanic *raiz-eja (Seebold 1970: 372)) like ārǣran (weak 1) ‘to lift up’, ārǣrend 
(masculine) ‘one who arouses’ and ārǣrnes (feminine) ‘raising’; and ī-stem derivatives 
(related to the preterite plural rison and the past participle risen such as ārīsan (strong I) 
‘to arise’, ǣrist (masculine) ‘rising’, and berīsan (strong I) ‘to be fitting’. Turning to 
morphological continuity, the lexical paradigm of (GE)RĪSAN results from the 
following processes of affixation and zero derivation (compounding is excluded as in 
the rest of the article), all of which apply to the relevant lexical classes and insert well 
attested lexical functions: nominal prefixation with on- (onrǣs, masculine, ‘onrush’), 
un- (ungerisnes, feminine, ‘impropriety’); adjectival prefixation with un- (ungerisenlic, 
adjective, ‘unbecoming’); verbal prefixation with ā- (ārǣsan, weak 1, ‘to rush’), be- 
(berǣsan, weak 1, ‘to rush upon’), forð- (forðrǣsan 1, weak 1, ‘jut out, protrude’) and 
on- (onārīsan, strong I, ‘to rise up’); nominal suffixation with -end (ārǣrend, 
masculine, ‘one who arouses’), -nes (ārǣrnes, feminine, ‘raising’) and -t (ǣrist, 
masculine, ‘rising’); adjectival suffixation with -ende (fǣrrǣsende, adjective, 
‘rushing’), -lic (gerisenlic, adjective, ‘convenient’); verbal suffixation with -ettan 
(rāsettan, weak 1, ‘to rage’); adverbial suffixation with -e (gerīsenlīce, adverb, 
‘suitably’); as well as zero derivation of nouns (gerīs, feminine, ‘fury’), adjectives 
((ge)risne 1, adjective, ‘fit, proper’) and weak verbs (rǣsan, weak 1, ‘to rush’). 
Considering the evidence, all the derivatives can be related phonologically and 
morphologically to the lexical prime. 
 To summarize, all the formal features of the derivatives in question have been 
inherited from the lexical prime GERĪSAN throughout the relevant processes, with 
which this part of the continuity constraint is satisfied. A word of caution is necessary, 
however, on the question of meaning. The paradigm under scrutiny conveys the 
following meanings: RISE (as in (ge)rīsan, strong I, ‘to rise’, (ge)ārīsan, strong I, ‘to 
rise’ and ūpārīsan, strong I, ‘to rise up’); CAUSE TO RISE (as in ārǣran, weak 1, ‘to 
lift up’, ārǣrnes, feminine, ‘raising’ and ūpārǣran, weak 1, ‘to raise up’); RUSH (as in 
ārǣsan, weak 1, ‘to rush’, berǣsan, weak 1, ‘to rush upon’ and forðrǣsan, weak 1, ‘to 
rush forth’); SEIZE ((ge)rīsan, strong I, ‘to seize, carry off’, gerisen, neuter, ‘seizure’ 
and rīsende, adjective, ‘rapacious’); and BE PROPER (as in (ge)ārīsan, strong I, ‘to be 
proper’, gerisenlic, adjective, ‘suitable’ and gerislic, adjective, ‘like; convenient’). 
Whereas RISE, CAUSE TO RISE, RUSH and SEIZE convey the meaning of causative 
or non-causative change of position (thus action), BE PROPER departs significantly 
from the meaning of movement to render a non-causative stative meaning. At this point, 
the methodology adopted by the search of lexical primes resorts to a formal criterion 
such as the word-formation process of zero derivation. Zero derivation not only turns 
out substantive derivational evidence but also applies in a discrete way. Unlike meaning 
boundaries, which are considerably fuzzy, a typology of zero derivation phenomena like 
the one put forward in section 4 guarantees a clear-cut delimitation of this derivational 
process. In the specific case of GERĪSAN, the derivation (ge)rīsan, strong I, ‘to rise’ > 
(ge)ārīsan, strong I, ‘to be proper’ is based on prefixation. If it were the result of zero 
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derivation, a new paradigm would be secreted, for the reasons explained in the next 
section. For the time being, it has to be pointed out that, among others, the polysemy 
that results from non-literal meaning extensions such as ACTION > STATE is 
compatible with the requirements of semantic continuity imposed on the definition of 
derivational paradigms. Otherwise, the number of derivational paradigms would 
practically equal the total of lexical items, which would undermine the explanatory 
power of the approach. Ultimately, this reason has favoured a formal over a semantic 
criterion. 
 The resulting lexical paradigm of GERĪSAN (except the parts corresponding to 
compounding) follows in (1): 
 
(1) GERĪSAN 
Lexical prime exponent: (ge)rīsan (strong I) ‘to rise, raise; seize; rush; be proper’ 
 (i) Lexical paradigm 
  a. Layer of zero derivation:  
  ārǣran (weak 1) ‘to lift up’ 
  eftǣrist (masculine) ‘resurrection’ 
  (ge)risne 1 (adjective) ‘fit’ 
  (ge)risne 2 (neuter) ‘what is fitting’ 
  gerīs (feminine) ‘fury’ 
  gerisen (neuter) ‘seizure’ 
  gerisnian (weak) ‘to agree, accord’ 
  onrǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush on’ 
  rǣran (weak 1) ‘to raise’ 
  rǣs (masculine) ‘rush’ 
  rǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush’ 
  rīsende (adjective) ‘rapacious’ 
  ūpārǣran (weak 1) ‘to raise up’. 
  b. Layer of non-recursive affixation:  
  ārǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush’ 
  berǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush upon’ 
  berīsan (strong I) ‘to be fitting’ 
  forðrǣsan (weak 1) ‘to rush forth’ 
  gerislic (adjective) ‘like; convenient’ 
  gerisnes (feminine) ‘congruity’ 
  c. Layer of recursive affixation:  
  ārǣrend (masculine) ‘one who arouses’ 
  ārǣrnes (feminine) ‘raising’ 
  ārīsan (strong I) ‘to arise’ 
  ǣrist (masculine) ‘rising’ 
  (ge)ārīsan (strong I) ‘to be proper’ 
  fǣrrǣsende (adjective) ‘rushing’ 
  gerisenlic (adjective) ‘suitable’ 
  gerīsenlīce (adverb) ‘suitably, appropriately’ 
  onārīsan (strong I) ‘to rise up against’ 
  onrǣs (masculine) ‘onrush’ 
  onrǣsend (masculine) ‘attacker’ 
  rāsettan (weak 1) ‘to rage (of fire)’ 
  ūpārisnes (feminine) ‘resurrection’ 
  ungerīsende (adjective) ‘indecent’ 
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  ungerisene 1 (adjective) ‘unseemly, improper; incongruous’ 
  ungerisenlīce (adverb) ‘in an unsuitable or unbecoming manner’ 
  ungerisenlic (adverb) ‘unbecoming, improper’ 
  ungerisnes (feminine) ‘impropriety’ 
  ungerisnu (neuter) ‘inconvenience; impropriety, indignity, disgrace’. 
 (ii) Morphological paradigm (processes) 
  a. Zero derivation: 
  ārǣran < [ ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  eftǣrist < [ eftārīsan <ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan 
  (ge)risne 2 < (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan 
  gerīs < (ge)rīsan 
  gerisen  < (ge)rīsan 
  gerisnian < (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan 
  onrǣsan < [ onrǣs < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  rǣran < (ge)rīsan 
  rǣs < (ge)rīsan 
  rǣsan < rǣs < (ge)rīsan 
  rīsende < (ge)rīsan 
  ūpārǣran < [ ūpārīsan <ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  b. Prefixation:  
  ārǣsan < [ rǣsan < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ārīsan < (ge)rīsan 
  berǣsan <[ rǣsan < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  berīsan < (ge)rīsan 
  forðrǣsan 1 < [ rǣsan < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  (ge)ārīsan < (ge)rīsan 
  onārīsan < ārīsan < (ge)rīsan 
  onrǣs < [ rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ungerīsende < [ rīsende < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ungerisene 1 < (ge)rīsan 
  ungerisenlic < [ gerisenlic < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ungerisnes < [ gerisnes < (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ungerisnu < [ (ge)risne 2 < (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan ] 
  c. Suffixation: 
  ārǣrend < [ ārǣran < ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ārǣrnes < [ ārǣran < ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ǣrist < [ ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  fǣrrǣsende <[ fǣrrǣs < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  gerīsenlīce < gerisenlic < (ge)rīsan 
  gerisenlic < (ge)rīsan 
  gerislice < (ge)rīsan 
  gerisnes < [ (ge)risne 1 < (ge)rīsan ] 
  onrǣsend < [ onrǣsan < onrǣs < rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  rāsettan < [ rǣs < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ūpārisnes < [ ūpārīsan <ārīsan < (ge)rīsan ] 
  ungerisenlīce < [ ungerisenlic < gerisenlic < (ge)rīsan ] 
 
The derivational paradigm in (1) calls for some comments. As a general assessment, 
layered derivational paradigms such as the one of (GE)RĪSAN play a central role in the 
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hierarchical organization of the lexicon because they relate derived to basic lexemes as 
well as hyponyms to hyperonyms. Focusing on more specific questions, it has to be 
noted that layered structure makes reference to the last derivational step. For instance, 
the suffixal adjective gerislic belongs in the layer of non-recursive affixation. This is 
due to theoretical as well as descriptive reasons. In theoretical terms, layers defined in 
this way highlight the gradual description required by stepwise lexical derivation. From 
the descriptive point of view, layers could not be defined on the grounds of processes 
(zero derivation and affixation) if all derivational steps were considered simultaneously. 
Indeed, recursive derivation of the type rāsettan < rǣs < (ge)rīsan comprises zero 
derivation and affixation.  
 The graduality of derivations brings us to the topic of recursivity. In a layered 
paradigmatic approach, recursivity is given priority and indicated by means of two 
procedures. Firstly, affixation is broken down into recursive and non-recursive 
affixation, whereas this difference is not made in the layer of zero derivation. There are 
two empirical arguments in favour of not sub-dividing zero derivation into recursive 
and non-recursive. Quantitatively, affixation displays more derivatives than zero 
derivation. The paradigm in (1), reflects very accurately the ratio between zero 
derivation and affixation found in the whole lexicon, which is approximately 1:2. On 
the qualitative side, recursivity in the layer of zero derivation is drastically constrained. 
When zero derivation applies to prefixed bases, such bases display exclusively the pure 
verbal prefixes in the series ā-, be, for, ge, on- and tō-, as in ūpārǣran < ūpārīsan 
<ārīsan < (ge)rīsan. Moreover, zero derivation does not admit suffixed bases of 
derivation. There are no exceptions to this generalization in the paradigm of 
(GE)RĪSAN and, if the whole lexicon is searched for suffixation as input to zero 
derivation, around 25 instances only appear of the type hīwcū∂lic ‘known’ > 
hīwcūðlician ‘to make known’.14 In sum, zero derivation is less productive, less 
recursive and older than affixation, since it turns out fewer derivatives, zero derivatives 
take fewer steps down lexical derivations and the older affixes only can be inputted to 
zero derivation, whereas the newer ones, including the most productive suffixes forming 
derived nouns and adjectives such as -nes, -ung, -isc, etc., do not produce bases of zero 
derivation. The second procedure for underlining recursivity is notational. Square 
brackets represent non-final steps of derivation, as can be seen in ungerisenlīce < [ 
ungerisenlic < gerisenlic < (ge)rīsan ]. 
 Finally, the organization of the derivational paradigm of (GE)RĪSAN shares an 
important characteristic with most paradigms. Indeed, derivation goes down two 
principal ways, from the strong verb and from a noun zero derived directly from the 
strong verb. The strong verb, being the lexical prime, constitutes the starting point of all 
derivations, while the masculine rǣs turns up in the derivation of ārǣsan, berǣsan, 
fǣrrǣsende, forðrǣsan 1, onrǣs, onrǣsan, onrǣsend, rāsettan and rǣsan. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that when paradigmatic split takes place, a new prime whose 
exponent is a zero derived noun is likely to be secreted. The next section takes issue 
with the secretion of lexical primes of all major categories, but special attention is paid 
to zero derived nouns whose base of derivation is a strong verb. 
 
 
4. Paradigmatic split and secretion 
 
Throughout the process of analysing the lexicon of Old English with the aim of 
identifying lexical primes and gathering their derivational paradigms, the issue 
frequently arises of how many primes to define. The decision adopted on this question 
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has consequences of chief importance for an overall explanation of the lexicon since the 
inventory of paradigms constitutes, along with a principled description of the 
morphological and lexical relations holding on the synchronic axis, a diachronic 
hypothesis on the evolution of lexical form and meaning. In general, a balanced position 
has been maintained, although there were no a priori restrictions on the number of 
lexical primes to be defined. Radical approaches to the question are hardly compatible 
with the data. That is, while a very large inventory of lexical primes would not explain 
anything (ultimately, every lexical item might enjoy primitive status), an extremely 
short list of lexical primes would impose unlikely relations on the side of form and 
meaning.15 
 Stated in general terms, a new lexical paradigm has been secreted when, on the 
face of empirical evidence, formal and semantic discontinuities appear between two 
sections of a candidate for lexical prime. Paradigmatic split is restricted by the zero 
derivation constraint, which requires that the two lexical paradigms have zero 
derivatives. This constraint is based on the layered structure of paradigms as presented 
in the previous section, which contains a layer of zero derivation without which a 
paradigm is not well formed. This is tantamount to saying that lexical derivation has to 
be anchored in the old processes of zero-derivation, even though it is fully operational 
in the areas of affixation and compounding only. 
 At this point, a terminological note on zero derivation is necessary, since the 
term is not uncontroversial. Bauer (1988), Stekauer (1996) and Manova and Dressler 
(2005), for instance, deny the existence of zero derivation. Other authors, like Bauer and 
Varela (2005: 12), accept zero derivation, but consider it out of favour with respect to 
conversion. In this respect, I agree with Kastovsky (2005: 33) that zero derivation is 
intimately related to the notion of motivation, a central one to the structural-functional 
tradition. Indeed, the fact that a morphological relation cannot be attributed to the 
presence of a certain morpheme does not imply that morphological relatedness does not 
hold. For this reason, in this research zero derivation is defined as lexical derivation 
without explicit derivational morphemes. While this definition focuses on synchronic 
analysis, in diachronic analysis zero derivation is the result of fully productive processes 
of word-formation, as the ones found in Proto-Germanic by Seebold (1970) and 
Heidermanns (1993), that are no longer productive and have to be recovered on the 
diachronic axis, thus representing a lexical relic (accounted for by means of a lexical 
layer in layered paradigmatic analysis). From the point of view of form, zero derivation 
often evidences the progressive attrition and ultimate loss of final morphemes 
throughout diachronic evolution. From the perspective of function, zero derivation very 
frequently changes the category of the base.  
 The analysis that follows is based on a typology of zero derivation consisting of 
three types: (i) zero derivation with explicit inflectional morphemes and without explicit 
derivational morphemes, as in rīdan (strong I) ‘to ride’ > ridda ‘rider’ (including zero 
derivatives with Ablaut, such as acan, strong VI, ‘to ache, suffer pain’ > ece, masculine, 
‘ache, pain’); (ii) zero derivation without explicit or implicit morphemes, either 
inflectional or derivational, as in bīdan ‘to delay’ > bīd ‘delay’ (including zero 
derivatives with Ablaut, such as drīfan, strong I, ‘to drive’ > drāf, feminine, ‘action of 
driving’); and (iii) zero derivation with formatives that can no longer be considered 
productive affixes (with or without Ablaut), such as -m in flēon ‘to fly’ > flēam ‘flight’.  
 To summarize, zero derivation is adopted as an additional criterion for defining 
lexical primes and paradigms. The other, discussed in the previous section, is formal 
and semantic continuity. In the remainder of this article, I test the validity of zero 
derivation as a criterion for splitting lexical paradigms and secreting new lexical primes. 
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Whereas the derivational paradigm of (GE)RĪSAN constitutes an instance of inclusion 
of several bases of zero derivation into one derivational paradigm, in the following 
instances the data show several types of discontinuity, thus advising to secrete a new 
paradigm based on a different lexical prime. For the sake of brevity, zero derivatives 
only are provided. The following format is used: 
 
(2) 
LEXICAL PRIME [lexical prime exponent] ~ LEXICAL PRIME [lexical prime 
exponent] 
 
derivative (inflectional class; alternative spellings) ‘translation’ (< base of zero 
derivation) 
... 
 
derivative (inflectional class; alternative spellings) ‘translation’ (< base of zero 
derivation) 
 
The first type of discontinuity discussed in this section is caused by the change of 
lexical category that is often brought about by derivational processes. In general, the 
existence of a member of a lexical category different from the one of the lexical prime 
is a requisite for identifying a new lexical prime. The other requisite is the availability 
of zero derivatives of the candidate for lexical prime. Meaning discontinuities alone do 
not motivate the secretion of a new derivational paradigm because polysemy is a 
pervasive characteristic of language that is present even in individual lexical items, 
therefore it is only predictable that derivational paradigms are considerably polysemic. 
As can be seen in (3), there is remarkable meaning continuity between the strong verb 
(class VIIg) (ge)būgan and the neuter noun būr, the change in meaning being 
attributable to the re-categorization verb-noun and the assignment of the lexical function 
LOC(ative). 
 
(3) 
BŪAN [(ge)būgan (strong VIIg; (ge)būgan 2, (ge)būian, (ge)būn, (ge)būwan, (ge)bȳan, 
(ge)būgian, (ge)bȳan) ‘to stay, dwell, live; lie (of land); inhabit, occupy; cultivate’] ~ 
BŪR [būr (neuter) ‘bower, apartment, chamber; storehouse, cottage, dwelling’] 
 
ānbūende (adjective) ‘dwelling alone’ (ānbūend) 
bū 1 (neuter; bȳ, bȳing 2, bȳencg) ‘dwelling’ (< (ge)būan) 
bȳne (adjective) ‘cultivated, inhabited, occupied’ (< (ge)būan) 
byht (neuter; bihð, byhð) ‘dwelling’ (< (ge)būan) 
(ge)bōgian (weak; (ge)būgian 1) ‘to dwell; to inhabit’ (< (ge)būan) 
īgbūende (adjective; ēgbūende) ‘dwelling in an island’ (< īegbūend) 
landbūend 2 (feminine) ‘colony’ (< landbūend 1) 
landbūende (adjective) ‘dwelling on the land’ (landbūend 1) 
 
bȳre (neuter) ‘stall, shed, hut’ (< būr) 
(ge)būr (masculine; (ge)bȳr) ‘peasant, farmer’ (< būr) 
gebȳran (weak) ‘to colonize’ weak (< būr) 
 
Whereas the meaning change between (ge)būgan and būr can be explained on the 
grounds of re-categorization and lexical function, the formal differences between the 
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strong verb and the noun in question motivate the secretion of a new lexical prime 
whose lexical paradigm meets the requirement of displaying zero derivatives from the 
lexical prime, thus bȳre, (ge)būr and gebȳran. Other instances of pairs of a strong verb 
and a neuter prime can be found, including BRĒOWAN [(ge)brēowan (strong II) ‘to 
brew’] ~ BROÐ [broð (neuter) ‘broth’]; and SWIMMAN [swimman ((ge)swymman; 
strong IIIa) ‘to swim, float’] ~ SUND [sund (neuter) ‘swimming; capacity for 
swimming; sea, ocean, water’]. 
 The following example comprises the strong verb (VIIe) (ge)blāwan and the 
masculine noun blǣd 1: 
 
(4) 
BLĀWAN [(ge)blāwan (strong VIIe; (ge)blōwan 2) ‘to blow, breathe; be blown, sound; 
inflate’] ~ BLǢD 1 [blǣd 1 (masculine; blēd 2) ‘blowing, blast; inspiration; breath, 
spirit; life, mind; glory, dignity, splendour; prosperity, riches, success’] 
 
āblǣst (weak and strong) ‘inspired, furious; blowing fiercely (of flame)’ (< āblāwan) 
blāwende (weak and strong) ‘blowing hard (wind)’ (< (ge)blāwan) 
blæse (feminine; blase, blese) ‘firebrand, torch, lamp’ (< (ge)blāwan) 
blæst (masculine; blæs) ‘blowing, blast (of wind), breeze; flame’ ((ge)blāwan) 
blæstan (weak) ‘to blow, belch forth’ (< blæst) 
blæstm  (masculine) ‘flame, braze’ (< blæst) 
forðblæstan (weak) ‘to blow forth, burst out weak’ (< forðblāwan) 
onblæst (masculine) ‘onrush, attack’  (< onblāwan) 
onblæstan (weak; onblǣstan) ‘to break in’ (< onblæst) 
ðurhblāwen (adjective) ‘inspired’ (< ðurhblāwan) 
 
blǣdre (feminine; blēdre, blǣddre, blǣdder) ‘blister, pimple; bladder’ (< blǣd 1) 
blēd 1 (feminine; blǣd 2) ‘shoot, branch, flower, blossom, leaf, foliage, fruit; harvest, 
crops’ (< blǣd 1) 
geblǣdan (weak 1) ‘to puff up, inflate’ (< blǣd 1) 
 
There are outstanding formal and semantic discontinuities in this example. Indeed, some 
of the formal and semantic features of blǣd 1 cannot be inherited from (ge)blāwan and, 
considering that the former exhibits zero derivatives of its own, two lexical primes have 
been defined. Other instances of morphologically related strong verb and masculine 
noun include DRĒOPAN [(ge)drēopan (strong II) ‘to drop, drip’] ~ DROPA [dropa 
(masculine; drapa) ‘a drop; gout; humour’]; LĒAN [lēan (strong with weak forms) ‘to 
blame, reproach’] ~ LEAHTOR; [leahtor (masculine; lehtor, leahter) ‘vice, sin, 
offence, crime, fault; reproach; disease, injury’]; METAN [metan (strong V) ‘to 
measure, mete out, mark off; compare; estimate; pass over, traverse’] ~ ǢMETTA 
[ǣmetta (masculine) ‘leisure, rest’]; RĒODAN [rēodan (strong II) ‘to redden, stain with 
blood; kill’] ~ RŪST [rūst (masculine; rōst, rust) ‘rust; moral canker’]; and WĀWAN 
[wāwan (strong VIIe) ‘to blow (of wind)’] ~ WIND 1 [wind 1 (masculine) ‘wind’]. 
 The next instance of derivational paradigm secretion holds in the strong verb 
(with weak forms) durran and the feminine noun daru: 
 
(5) 
DURRAN [durran (strong with weak forms) ‘to dare, venture, presume’] ~ DARU 
[daru (feminine) ‘injury, hurt, damage, calamity’] 
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gedyrst  (feminine) ‘tribulation’ (< durran) 
gedyrstigian (weak 2; gedyrstigan) ‘to dare, presume’ (< (ge)dyrstig) 
 
derian (weak 1; deorian) ‘to damage, injure, hurt’ (< daru) 
gederian 2 (weak 1) ‘to damage, injure, hurt’ (< daru) 
 
In example (5), formal continuity is overruled by semantic discontinuity, in such a way 
that two lexical primes have been identified because meaning differences cannot be 
attributed to lexical derivation only. Other instances of pairs of strong verb and 
feminine noun include FEALLAN [(ge)feallan (strong VIIc) ‘to fall; fall headlong, fail, 
decay, die; inflict (on), attack, overthrow’] ~ FEALLE [fealle (femininē falle) ‘snare, 
trap’]; (GE)LĪÐAN [(ge)līðan (strong I) ‘to arrive’] ~ LĀD [lād (feminine) ‘course, 
journey; leading, carrying; maintenance, support; clearing from blame or accusation, 
purgation, exculpation’]; LĀCAN [lācan (strong VIIa) ‘to move up and down, leap, 
jump, swing, fly; play (instrument); play upon, delude; fight, contend’] ~ LACU [lacu 
(feminine; læc, læcc, læce, lec, lecc) ‘stream; pool, pond’]; and SCĒADAN 
[(ge)scēadan (strong VIIa) ‘to divide, separate, part; discriminate, decide, determine, 
appoint; differ; scatter, shed; expound; decree; write down’] ~ SCĒAÐ [scēað 
(feminine; scǣð 1, scēð 1) ‘sheath; spike, nail’]. 
 Some paradigm secretions comprise a strong verb and a weak verb. Consider, as 
illustrative, the pair BRĒOTAN ~ BRYTIAN, given in (6): 
 
(6)  
BRĒOTAN [brēotan (strong II) ‘to break in pieces, hew down, demolish, destroy, kill’] 
~ BRYTIAN [brytian (weak 2) ‘to divide, dispense, distribute; rule over, possess, enjoy 
the use of’] 
 
ābroðen (weak and strong) ‘degenerate, reprobate’ (< brēoðan) 
ābrȳtan (weak 1) ‘to destroy’ (< ābrēotan) 
brēað (weak and strong) ‘brittle’ (< brēotan) 
brēoðan (strong II) ‘to decay, waste away’ (< brēotan) 
(ge)brȳtan (weak 1; (ge)brītan, (ge)bryttan) ‘to crush, pound’ (< brēotan) 
gebrot (neuter) ‘fragment’ (< brēotan) 
gebrȳtan (weak 1 and 2; gebryttan, gebrytan) ‘to break up, destroy’ (< brēotan) 
 
brytian (weak 2) ‘to divide, dispense, distribute; rule over, possess, enjoy the use of’ 
brytsnian (weak 2; brystmian, brytnian) ‘to parcel out, distribute’ (< (ge)brytian) 
brytta (masculine; bryta) ‘dispenser, giver, author, governor, prince, lord’ (< 
(ge)brytian) 
(ge)brytnian (weak 2; (ge)britnian) ‘to divide, distribute, dispense, administer’ (< 
(ge)brytian) 
(ge)brytsen (feminine) ‘fragment’ (< (ge)brytian) 
(ge)bryttian (weak 2; (ge)brittian, (ge)brytian, (ge)bryttigan) ‘to divide, dispense, 
distribute; rule over, possess, enjoy the use of’ (< brytta) 
gebrytsnian (weak 2; gebrystmian) ‘to enjoy, possess’ (< brytian) 
 
The discontinuity in (6) belongs to the semantic type, because the meaning of some of 
the derivatives of brytian can hardly be traced back to the strong verb brēotan. Other 
instances displaying a strong verb and a weak verb include (GE)RĪSAN [(ge)rīsan 
(strong I) ‘to rise, raise; rush; seize; be proper’] ~ RĀSIAN [rāsian (weak 2) ‘to 
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explore’]; and STĪGAN [(ge)stīgan (strong I; (ge)stīegan) ‘to move, go, reach; go up, 
spring up, ascend, rise, mount, scale; go down, descend’] ~ (GE)STIHTAN [(ge)stihtan 
(weak 1 and 2; (ge)stihtian, (ge)stitian, (ge)styhtan) ‘to rule, direct, arrange, order, 
ordain; instigate’]. 
 To close this analysis of the major lexical classes, some pairs of primes contain a 
strong verb and an adjective. A case in point is presented in (7): 
 
(7)  
LǢTAN [(ge)lǣtan (strong VIIe; (ge)lētan) ‘to allow to remain, leave behind, depart 
from, let alone; leave undone; bequeath; allow; cause to do; regard as, consider; 
suppose; conduct oneself; behave towards, treat; allow to escape, emit, let out, set free; 
let; assert, pretend; allot, assign’] ~ LÆT 1 [læt 1 (hlæt) ‘slow; slack, lax, negligent; 
late’] 
 
ānforlēten ‘clothed’ (< ānforlǣtan) 
ǣlǣte 1 (neuter) ‘desert place’ (< ǣlǣte 2) 
ǣlǣte 3 (feminine) ‘divorced woman’ (< ǣlǣte 2) 
ǣlǣten (adjective) ‘desert, empty’ (< ǣlǣte 2) 
forlǣtende (adjective) ‘to be relaxed or remitted’ (< forlǣtan) 
forlǣtu (plural; forlētu) ‘losses, sufferings’ (< forlǣtan) 
forlettan (weak 1; forelettan) ‘to prevent’ (< forlǣtan) 
(ge)lettan (neuter; (ge)lættan) ‘to let, hinder, delay, impede, oppress’ (< (ge)lǣtan) 
gelǣte 1 (neuter) ‘manners, bearing’ (< (ge)lǣtan) 
oflǣte (femenine; oflāte, oflēte, ofelēte) ‘oblation, offering; sacramental wafer’ (< 
oflǣtan) 
 
(ge)latian (weak 2; (ge)leatian) ‘to be slow, indolent; linger, delay, hesitate’ (< læt 1) 
gelatu (feminine) ‘hindrance’ (< latu) 
lata (masculine) ‘slow person’ (læt 1) 
latu (feminine) ‘delay’ (læt 1) 
 
As in (6), the pair in (7) is justified on the grounds of semantic discontinuity because the 
meaning change between the adjective and the verb is not predictable from the re-
categorization verb-adjective. Other pairs of strong verb and adjective include BĪTAN 
[(ge)bītan (strong I) ‘to bite, tear; cut, wound; dash down’] ~ BITER [biter (adjective; 
bitor, bitter, bittor, byter) ‘bitter, sharp, cutting; stinging; exasperated, angry, 
embittered; painful, disastrous, virulent, cruel’]; CĪFAN [cīfan (strong I) ‘to quarrel’] ~ 
CĀF [cāf (adjective) ‘quick, active, prompt; strenuous, strong; bold, brave’]; GANGAN 
[gangan (strong VIId; gongan, gancgan, geongan 1) ‘to go, walk, turn out; to go on 
foot, walk’] ~ GAGOL 3 [gagol 3 (adjective; gēagl 3, geagl 1, gægl) ‘gay, light, 
wanton; proud, wicked’]; and HRĒOWAN [(ge)hrēowan (strong II) ‘to affect one with 
regret or contrition; distress, grieve; be penitent, repent’] ~ HRĒOH 1 [hrēoh 1 
(adjective; hrēh 1, hrēog, hrēo, rēo 2, rēow 1) ‘rough, fierce, wild, angry; disturbed, 
troubled, sad; stormy, tempestuous’]. 
 Whereas the sets based on strong verbs discussed above have been broken down 
into two paradigms, one based on the strong verb itself and the other on a noun, a weak 
verb or an adjective, there are also strong verb paradigms that can be divided into three 
paradigms with the same formal and/or semantic criteria applied so far. Some of these 
instances involve a paradigm based on a strong verb, another one on a noun and the 
third one on an adjective. The noun can be neuter, as in DAFAN [*dafan (strong VI)] ~ 
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(GE)DAFEN 1 [gedafen 1 (neuter) ‘what is fitting’] ~ (GE)DAFEN 2 [gedafen 2 
(adjective) ‘becoming, suitable, fit, proper’]; and HELAN [(ge)helan [strong IV; 
(ge)heolan) ‘to conceal, cover, hide’] ~ HOL 2 [hol 2 (neuter; holl) ‘hollow place, cave, 
hole, den; perforation, aperture’] ~ HOL 1 [hol 1 (adjective) ‘hollow, concave; 
depressed, lying in a hollow’]. The base of the nominal paradigm can also be inflected 
for the feminine gender, as is the case with WRĪÐAN [wrīðan (strong I) ‘to twist, give a 
curved form to; to bind up, wrap round, bandage; to bind’] ~ WRAÐU [wraðu 
(feminine; wraðo) ‘prop, help, support, maintenance’] ~ WRǢST [wrǣst (adjective; 
wrāst) ‘firm, able, strong, excellent; delicate’]. 
 Other paradigms based on a strong verb have been divided into a verbal (strong 
paradigm) and two nominal paradigms. When this is the case, the nouns are often 
masculine and neuter, as in BRĒOWAN [(ge)brēowan (strong II) ‘to brew’] ~ BRĪW 
[brīw (masculine; brīg) ‘pottage, porridge’] ~ BROÐ [broð (neuter) ‘broth’]. Finally, 
the strong verb paradigm has been split into a verbal paradigm and two adjectival ones 
in instances like CALAN [calan (strong VI) ‘to grow cool or cold’] ~ CEALD 1 [ceald 
1 (adjective) ‘cool or cold’] ~ CŌL [cōl (adjective) ‘cool, cold; tranquil, calm’]. 
 To recapitulate, the paradigms in examples (2)-(7), unlike the one in example 
(1), meet the criterion of containing zero derivatives that can account for the meaning 
discontinuity that arises between the lexical prime and some of its derivatives and, 
consequently, a new lexical prime has been defined. That is, although the main criterion 
for proposing a new lexical prime is formal, the ultimate motivation for the prime is 
semantic, since the meaning between the two resulting lexical primes has to be 
discontinuous. Overall, the main lesson that can be learned from these cases of 
paradigmatic split and secretion is that zero derivation constitutes a valid criterion for 
expanding the inventory of lexical primes and derivational paradigms. More 
importantly, the opposite also holds true, that is, new lexical primes can be proposed if 
they have zero derivatives of its own, provided that the requirements of the principle of 
continuity are not satisfied. This guarantees the delicate balance necessary between 
oversized, thus little explanatory, paradigms and undersized, and, as such, little 
descriptive, paradigms. Additionally, this solution underlines derivational depth in the 
sense that it keeps the core of lexical derivation within the bounds of the oldest lexical 
layer, correponding to zero derivation. Finally, it remains for further research to tackle 
the problem of compounding in this respect, since derivational paradigms based on 
adjectives and, above all, nouns, which typically contain numerous instances of 
compounding, are less likely than verbal paradigms to display zero derivatives. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
This article has stressed the importance of the paradigmatic basis of Old English word-
formation by discussing some aspects related to the identification of lexical primes. The 
concept of derivational depth has been defined from the diachronic perspective as 
making reference to the (un)productive derivational processes that function as input to 
productive derivational processes. In the layered paradigmatic approach adopted in this 
research, derivational depth is caused by lexical layers, which also account for the 
recursivity of formations. The term lexical recursivity has been used with the value of 
derivation of derived bases, which, in Old English, can be turned out by processes of 
zero derivation, affixation and compounding. The most important conclusion of the 
methodological part is that lexical recursivity is a linguistic property, whereas 
derivational depth is a property of lexical representations. 
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 On the descriptive side, the main conclusion of this article is that, in the search 
for Old English lexical primes, a new derivational paradigm can be secreted when 
meaning discontinuities arise between two lexical items and their morphological 
relationship is not caused by a productive derivational process. Put in other words, if a 
given derivative cannot be inserted into the derivational paradigm of the strong verb for 
semantic reasons, it can become a lexical prime on the condition that it has zero 
derivatives of its own. Thus, zero derivation has turned out a formal principle of 
paramount importance for secreting new paradigms that display a degree of derivational 
depth compatible with descriptive and explanatory requirements. Regarding the 
typology of derivation without derivational morphemes, the analysis of lexical 
recursivity has shown that zero phenomena can be broken down into zero derivation 
without formal change and zero derivation with formal change, in such a way that the 
former type is never recursive and the latter can apply recursively, although in a very 
restrictive way. Within zero derivation with formal change, evidence has been found for 
the three types distinguished a priori, with zero inflection, with full inflection and with 
formative. All in all, zero derivation has been particularly useful not only for drawing 
boundaries between derivational paradigms but also for dealing with instances of 
morphological relatedness that may be overlooked if the focus is exclusively on 
productive processes and, ultimately, for combining diachronic and synchronic data. 
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NOTES 
 
1 Although substantially revised and modified, the information gathered in the lexical database of Old 
English Nerthus draws on Bosworth and Toller´s An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, Clark Hall´s A Concise 
Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and Sweet´s The Student´s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. On specific queries, The 
Dictionary of Old English has been consulted. Overall, Nerthus contains a full lexical inventory of the 
language consisting of around 30,000 lexemes (with more than 33,000 alternative spellings), all of which 
are provided with information on inflectional morphology, derivational morphology and translation into 
Present-day English. 
2 Numbered predicates are used throughout the article to stress the categorial or morphological contrasts 
holding between homonymous predicates with the same lexemic root. For instance, ābūtan 1 ‘on, about, 
around, on the outside, round about’ is an adposition and ābūtan 2 ‘about, nearly’, an adverb; andfenge 1 
‘acceptable, agreeable, approved, fit, suitable’, while besēon 1 ‘to see, look, look round’, is a class V 
strong verb, and besēon 2 ‘to suffuse’ a class I strong verb. See Martín Arista (2010b) on this question. 
3 Compounds, which are not discussed in this article, belong in at least two derivational paradigms. This 
is the case with the feminine noun mūðberstung (MŪÐ-BERSTAN) ‘eruption of the mouth’, the 
masculine tēmbyrst ‘failure to secure a voucher’ (TĒON 1-BERSTAN) and the adjective feðorbyrste 
‘split into four’ (FĒOWER-BERSTAN). 
4 It follows that for such a choice to exist wuldor is of necessity a derivative of (ge)wealdan. 
5 See Maíz Villalta (fc.-a, fc.-b) and Mateo Mendaza (fc.-a, fc.-b) on the quantitative assessment of the 
productivity of some Old English affixes based on lexicological and lexicographical sources. 
6 On the application of the concept of semantic prime to Old English, see Martín Arista and Martín de la 
Rosa (2006), de la Cruz Cabanillas (2007) and Guarddon Anelo (2009a, 2009b). 
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7 I draw on Mel’čuk (1996, 2006) on the concept of lexical function. 
8 The lexical functions responsible for the formation of adjectives in Old English are identified by Vea 
Escarza (fc.). 
9 See Martín Arista (2010b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, fc.) on derivational paradigms in the lexicon of Old 
English. 
10 On recursive prefixation in the formation of Old English strong verbs, see Martín Arista (2010a). See 
also Martín Arista (2010c) on recursive negation and Torre Alonso (2011) and González Torres (fc.) on 
recursivity in noun formation. 
11 On the concept of morphological asymmetry, I refer the reader to Di Sciullo (2003, 2005). 
12 Torre Alonso (2009, 2010, 2011, fc.) distinguishes between recursivity proper, occurring when a 
certain morphological process is fed by the same process, from process feeding, holding if a process is 
fed by a different process, as in zero derivation providing the input to affixation, for instance. 
13 Lieber (2004: 169) holds that recursivity is not restricted provided that the attachment of new affixes is 
useful and interpretable. 
14 Zero derivatives with suffixed bases, as in hīwcū∂lic ‘known’ > hīwcūðlician ‘to make known’, are not 
required if weak verbs have basic status, at least exceptionally. A derivation such as hīwcūðlician ‘to 
make known’ > hīwcū∂lic ‘known’ seems more plausible, but forms the adjective on the weak verb. See 
Kastovsky (1992: 392) on what he calls misanalysis of zero-derived forms. 
15 A good example of this stance is Ettmüller´s (1968) Lexicon Anglosaxonicum. 
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